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Model-agnostic Method: Exposing Deepfake using
Pixel-wise Spatial and Temporal Fingerprints

Jun Yang, Yaoru Sun, Maoyu Mao, Lizhi Bai, Siyu Zhang and Fang Wang

Abstract—Deepfake poses a serious threat to the reliability of
judicial evidence and intellectual property protection. Existing
detection methods either blindly utilize deep learning or use
biosignal features, but neither considers spatial and temporal
relevance of face features. These methods are increasingly un-
able to resist the growing realism of fake videos and lack
generalization. In this paper, we identify a reliable fingerprint
through the consistency of AR coefficients and extend the original
PPG signal to 3-dimensional fingerprints to effectively detect
fake content. Using these reliable fingerprints, we propose a
novel model-agnostic method to expose Deepfake by analyzing
temporal and spatial faint synthetic signals hidden in portrait
videos. Specifically, our method extracts two types of faint
information, i.e., PPG features and AR features, which are used
as the basis for forensics in temporal and spatial domains,
respectively. PPG allows remote estimation of the heart rate
in face videos, and irregular heart rate fluctuations expose
traces of tampering. AR coefficients reflect pixel-wise correlation
and spatial traces of smoothing caused by up-sampling in the
process of generating fake faces. Furthermore, we employ two
ACBlock-based DenseNets as classifiers. Our method provides
state-of-the-art performance on multiple deep forgery datasets
and demonstrates better generalization.

Index Terms—Deepfake detection, photoplethysmography
(PPG), auto-regressive (AR), temporal and spatial, fingerprint,
deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

FAKE face videos generated by deep learning technology,
also known as Deepfake videos [51], are characterized

by rapid technological innovation and an unprecedented level
of authenticity. These videos, which often contain dangerous
yet compelling content, such as depicted in Fig. 1, pose a
serious threat to national political security and social stability
[28]. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a universal Deep-
fake detection algorithm. Deepfake detection methods can be
categorized into two types: fake image detection and fake
video detection [9], [23]. While video compression may result
in degraded frame data and changes in timing characteristics
between frames, image detection algorithms cannot be directly
applied to video detection [1]. Considering the temporal struc-
ture of fake videos, strategies for fake video detection can be
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further classified into those that rely on visual artifacts within
individual frames [1], [30], [33], [39], [57] and those that
analyze temporal features across frames [2], [21], [31], [47].
To achieve detection, methods based on artifacts within frames
usually combine deep or shallow classifiers with image frame
features. The underlying principle of methods that analyze
temporal features across frames is that Deepfake videos mostly
rely on frame-by-frame manipulation, which means that the
temporal features between video frames are not preserved
seamlessly [49]. Intuitively, these methods can adopt deep
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [6], [14], [21], [47], [60]
or attention mechanism [10], [63] for end-to-end detection.
However, few previous studies have evaluated the performance
of these networks or explored effective features for determin-
ing the authenticity of a face video. Furthermore, pixel-level
methods are inadequate in coping with increasingly realistic
Deepfake videos. Interestingly, methods utilizing temporal
changes in biological traits have garnered substantial interest
from the research community. For example, the presence of
eye blinking as a physiological signal, as presented in [31], can
expose fake face videos using deep neural networks. Another
approach, as demonstrated in [2], assesses the fidelity of lip
movement in face videos by combining sound synchronization
analysis to determine the authenticity of the video.

Generative models of Deepfake can learn visual features
at the pixel level to achieve deception, but they struggle
to replicate faint signals accurately. One example of such
a signal is the heart rate (HR), which is present in every
living organism. In 2008, Verkruysse et al. [53] first propose
remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) technology. rPPG is an
optical technique that monitors various vital signs by utilizing
photoelectric sensors to detect and record variations in light
absorption or reflection intensity on the human skin [17],
[19]. As these variations are caused by changes in blood
volume during the heartbeat cycle, it allows for the extraction
of remote HR signals. Movements can cause changes in
distance and angle between region of interest (ROI), camera
and light source, creating noise interference. To overcome
motion-induced interference, research on rPPG-based HR de-
tection can be classified into three categories: blind source
separation (BSS)-based methods [3], [20], [41], [50], [59],
model-based methods [11], [22], [55], and other methods [50].
Chrominance-based PPG (CPPG) is a model-based method
that achieves a mean square error half that of the BSS-based
model [53]. PPG technology has garnered significant attention
and is widely applied in the fields of medical imaging research
[4], emotion recognition [38] and face anti-spoofing [35].
Recent experiments indicate that temporal consistency in the
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heart rate signal of biological signals can be used to achieve 
Deepfake detection [8], marking the first time HR signals have 
been incorporated into this field. However, HR signal reflects 
the temporal characteristics of video, and this method lacks 
spatial dimension-based judgment.

Another important observation is that even when state-of-
the-art models like generative adversarial networks (GANs) are 
used to generate Deepfake images, the upsampling process still 
leaves traces in the image pixels [5], [58]. However, there is 
still a lack of research focused on detecting these upsampling 
traces when generating fake faces using deep networks. An 
autoregressive (AR) model is a statistical model that predicts a 
variable at a specific time point based on its previous values. In 
the context of image processing, the autoregressive coefficient 
in an AR model represents the strength of dependence between 
the current value of a pixel and its past values [37]. The 
AR model captures the correlation between image pixels, 
assuming that the value of a given pixel is influenced by the 
values of its neighboring pixels. Kang et al. [26] propose 
using an AR model by converting the image into a one-
dimensional signal, achieving robustness in image median 
filtering detection. Building upon this work, Yang et al. [56] 
extend the autoregressive (AR) model to two-dimensional 
space, enhancing its applicability in two-dimensional signal 
processing, such as images. This inspires us to consider that 
the correlation between pixels can be used to distinguish 
between fake and authentic data. When the correlation between 
pixels is low, it is highly likely that the image has been 
tampered with.

In total, previous studies are mainly focused on capturing 
biosignal features as the basis for distinguishing between real 
and fake faces. However, these features change over time, 
reflecting the temporal features and to a large extent lacking 
the spatial features, let alone capturing pixel-level details 
[2], [31], [53]. In fact, pixel-level information is difficult to 
manipulate, even through upsampling processes, making it a 
reliable indicator of the authenticity of an image. Therefore, 
considering the relationships among pixels in facial regions 
can improve the ability to distinguish between real and fake 
images based on local features. Moreover, combining pixel-
level information from different regions can effectively capture 
spatial features within an image. By incorporating information 
from the temporal, spatial, and synthetic domains hidden in 
portrait videos, we can overcome the limitations of using 
solely temporal information.

In this paper, our proposed approach involves extracting 
biosignals in the temporal domain and pixel-level information 
in the spatial domain as fingerprints to distinguish between 
real and fake faces. After identifying two dimensions of new 
reliable feature for Deepfake detection, we investigate the 
improved PPG signal and modeling of AR coefficient as 
prior implicit fingerprints. By combining these two types of 
fingerprints with asymmetric convolution block (ACBlock)-
based densely connected networks (DenseNets), we propose a 
model-agnostic deep forgery forensics method to solve facial 
manipulation behaviors. Concretely, we first divide the facial 
video into segments with a fixed number of frames and divide 
the ROI of each frame into identical sub-regions. To obtain

Fig. 1. Portrait video screenshots of real and Deepfake faces. The first column
shows the real faces, the rest are fake faces.

PPG fingerprints, we sequentially extract the PPG signals from
each sub-region and arrange them as a temporal-spatial feature
map. For obtaining AR fingerprints, we extract the pixel
values of the ROI and create a one-dimensional matrix for AR
modeling. We then arrange the AR coefficients of each frame
column by column to form a spatial-temporal feature map.
Furthermore, we utilize two structurally identical improved
DenseNets to autonomously detect the authenticity of facial
videos based on the PPG and AR fingerprints. Simulation
results demonstrate that our proposed fusion of the deep
forgery forensics model improves detection accuracy, reduces
detection delay, and enhances universality.

Our main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We combine two types of faint information hidden within
facial pixels – novel biological signals in the form of PPG
and AR coefficients – as spatial and temporal fingerprints
for Deepfake forensics. AR fingerprinting is the first
in this field to be used as a pixel-level spatial domain
feature.

• We combine two types of faint information hidden be-
tween face pixels-novel biological signal, PPG, and AR
coefficients as priori spatial and temporal fingerprints for
Deepfake forensics. This is a novel method for Deepfake
detection, which fully consider the temporal and spatial
domain as well as pixel-wise features.

• We utilize an improved DenseNet with ACBlock to
analyze two types of fingerprint information. Its asym-
metric convolutional structure enhances the robustness
of classifier to upside-down and left-right inversion, and
avoids interference of feature stitching order.

• We develop a model-agnostic deep forgery forensic
scheme based on faint facial information, utilizing subtle
biometric features and using AR coefficient features
for the first time in Deepfake detection. The proposed
scheme improves detection method, saves computational
resources, and enhances generality.

II. RELATED WORK

Despite deep learning models being capable of generating
fake face, these generated synthetic images are still detectable.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MAIN SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

Notation Definition

G Face video frame sequences
G(X,Y)t t-th face video frame
(X,Y) Image pixel coordinate
V
(
G(x,y)ti

)
Intensity of reflected light from the skin surface with i-th pixel

R Reflectance of the skin surface
I
(
G(x,y)ti

)
Illumination intensity of the light source

s Specular reflection
ρ Diffuse reflection
ξ Color channel
Vξ

(
G(x,y)ti

)
Intensity of reflected light for each color channel ξ

Iξ

(
G(x,y)ti

)
Illumination intensity of the light source for each color channel ξ

M ×N Size of ROI
Ct
ξ Chrominance signal of each color channel

Ct
ξ Corrected Chrominance signal

χt Orthogonal Chrominance signal 1
ϖt Orthogonal Chrominance signal 2
Ξt Ratio of two orthogonal signals
Υt Chrominance-based PPG signal
L(o) Output variable at time o
P Order of AR model
φp Autocorrelation coefficient of p-th orders
ϵp White noise
ϕ Set of AR coefficients
Lrow

(
G(x,y)ti

)
Pixel value of frame t calculated by row

Lcol

(
G(x,y)ti

)
Pixel value of frame t calculated by column

Ro ROI of cheek region
Rn Regular rectangle ROI

A ubiquitous ProGAN adopted in [54] generates a large
number of forged images and accomplishes detection, showing
impressive generalization on a wide range of GAN-generated
face images. From the perspective of spatial information,
global texture information verified in [36] affords a generality
method for synthetic face detection. Jia et al. [25] observe that
features of real face are compactly distributed, while features
of fake face are crowded within domains and scattered be-
tween domains. Therefore, they develop a single-side domain
generalization framework for judging feature distribution and
detecting Deepfake images. Durall et al. [15] claim that models
that rely on convolution-based up-sampling, e.g., popular GAN
architectures, cannot reconstruct the same spectral distribution
of natural data, and that this effect enables full detection
of Deepfakes images. Proximity points raised in [18], [44]
arouse widepublic attention and our deep thinking. In terms of
temporal domain information, facial physiological properties-
based methods become a hot topic in the field of Deepfake
detection. Local physiological characteristics of face, such
as blink frequency of eyes, consistency of iris color, shape
of tooth or hair and shadows on either side of nose are
all discussed for Deepfake detection [39]. With regards to
global biometrics, face X-ray represented in [30] indicates
whether input image can be decomposed into the blending of
two images from different sources. Motion-magnified spatial-
temporal representation and dual-spatial-temporal attentional
network utilized in [43] facilitate a better exhibition of heart-
beat rhythms, and expose the fake face videos automatically.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model of the proposed Deepfake detection
scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The process begins by extracting
frame sequences from a face video, which are then divided
into multiple segments of fixed frame length (Frames that

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL RPPG

ALGORITHMS AND THE CONTACT SENSOR SIGNAL FOR STATIC SUBJECTS.

GPPG BSS-based CPPG
ICA PCA

Std. deviation 3.50 2.60 1.80 0.90
RMSE 1.70 1.10 0.90 0.40
Accuracy 0.8514 0.8770 0.8966 0.9595

are shorter than the fixed length are discarded). The cheek
region is selected as the ROI to generate fingerprints based
on PPG signal and AR coefficient. Subsequently, the two
types of fingerprints are fed into the ACBlock-based DenseNet
for training. Finally, model fusion is conducted to achieve
segment-level and video-level detection.

A. Biological fingerprint of CPPG signal

In this paper, as presented in Tab. II, we compare the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) and accuracy between the contact
sensor signals and the rPPG signals, such as Green-channel
(GPPG) [62], independent component correlation algorithm
(ICA) [42], principal components analysis (PCA) [29], and
CPPG [53] methods. Based on the comparison results, we
adopt the CPPG method to capture the biological fingerprints.

Given frame sequence G =
{

G(X,Y)t
}T

t=1
of a video

recorded by the light sensitive sensor in a camera, for the t-th
frame G(X,Y)t with pixel coordinate (X,Y) = [(x,y)i]

M×N
i=1 ∈

RM×N , the intensity of reflected light from the skin surface
can be expressed as

V
(
G(x,y)ti

)
= I

(
G(x,y)ti

)
R , (1)

where R is the reflectance of the skin surface. I
(
G(x,y)ti

)
is the illumination intensity of the light source at i-th pixel
coordinate (x,y)i ∈ RM×N . Light produces specular and
diffuse reflections on the facial skin. Therefore, the reflectance
R can be further decomposed as

R = s + ρ, (2)

where s and ρ denote specular reflection and diffuse reflection,
respectively. Analyzing the interaction of the structural level
of the skin with light, the diffuse reflection ρ is divided into
a direct current part ρDC and an alternating current part ρAC ,
i.e.,

ρ = ρDC + ρAC . (3)

For the selected ROI, the intensity of reflected light
V
(
G(x,y)ti

)
for each color channel ξ ∈ {R,G ,B} can be

modeled as

Vξ

(
G(x,y)ti

)
= Iξ

(
G(x,y)ti

) (
s+ ρDCξ

+ ρACξ

)
, (4)

where s is identical for all the color channels. ρDCξ
is the

stationary reflection coefficient of the skin, while ρACξ
is

the time-varying physiological waveform attributed to cardiac
synchronous changes in blood volume.

To reduce motion artifacts and other noise effects parallel to
the imaging plane, a group of pixels (X,Y) in ROI of size M×
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Fig. 2. System model of proposed Deepfake detection scheme.

N is selected for averaging pooling. Then the chrominance
signal of each color channel is

Ct
ξ =

∑N-1
y=0

∑M-1
x=0 Vξ

(
G(x,y)ti

)
MN

, ξ ∈ {R,G ,B} . (5)

In a white-light illumination environment, due to differences
in the mapping of skin tones of different individuals, we cor-
rect the chrominance signal Ct

ξ with the help of normalization
of the differences as

Ct

ξ = σ-1Ct
ξ , ξ ∈ {R,G ,B} , (6)

where σ =
√
Ct
R
2
+ Ct

G
2
+ Ct

B
2. Assuming a fixed skin-

tone the standard skin color vector, [CR, CG , CB ] is noted as
[0.7682, 0.5121, 0.3841] [29] under white light illumination.
In the selected color space, the distribution of angles between
different skin colors and the standard skin color vector remains
relatively consistent across the entire range of skin types.
Therefore, the corrected chrominance signal can be expressed
as [

Ct

R, C
t

G , Ct

B

]
=

[
0.7682Ct

R, 0.5121Ct
G , 0.3841Ct

B

]
. (7)

Two orthogonal chrominance signals are utilized to elimi-
nate specular reflection component in Eq. (4), i.e.,

χt =
C

t

R − C
t

G

0.7682− 0.5121
≈ 3C

t

R − 2C
t

G

ϖt =
C

t

R + C
t

G − 2C
t

B

0.7682 + 0.5121− 2× 0.3841

≈ 1.5C
t

R + C
t

G − 1.5C
t

B

(8)

When the skin surface moves with respect to the light
source, the illumination intensity in Eq. (4) will change and
affect the chrominance intensity. However, it is important
to note that these intensity modulations affect all channels
equally. As a result, the impact of this motion can be mitigated

by calculating the ratio of two filtered orthogonal signals. This
ratio can be represented as

Ξt =
χt

ϖt − 1 . (9)

To deform the signal from a ratio to a linear combination, Eq.
(13) is rewritten as

log (1 + Ξt) = log (
χt

ϖt ) = log (χt)− log (ϖt) . (10)

Since all the arguments of log in Eq. (10) are close to 1,
according to Taylor expansion, the approximate ratio Ŝ(t) is

Ξ̂t ≈ χt −ϖt

= 1.5C
t

R − 3C
t

G + 1.5C
t

B .
(11)

Standard skin colour is calculated to eliminate the effect
of different coloured lights on the skin, which can lead to
an effect on the magnitude of changes of χt and ϖt. So the
Eq.(11) can be rewrited as

Ξ̂t ≈ χt − αϖt, (12)

with
α =

∂(χt)

∂(ϖt)
. (13)

∂(χt) is the standard deviation of χt, ∂(ϖt) is the standard
deviation of ϖt. This algorithm allows the effect of standard-
ised differences in skin colour by race to be negligible and
ensures the fairness of the underlying assumption.

Finally, difference between two frames of signals is used
to reduce the influence of pigment absorption on diffuse
reflection, and a chrominance-based PPG signal is obtained
as

Υt = Ξ̂t − Ξ̂t−1 . (14)

Υt is the CPPG signal containing blood volume variation
information. If needed, based on the multiple signal classi-
fication (MUSIC) algorithm, an estimate value of heart rate
is obtained by calculating the pseudo-spectral peak in signal
subspace.
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Face recognition Select ROI PPG fingerprint
 1,t T

PPG fingerprint of 

single channel

Aligned facial skin 

sub-area in RGB space
Calculate PPG signal  

R
G

B

t

φ

(a) Process of generating CPPG fingerprints.

Face recognition Select ROI AR fingerprint
 1,t T

AR fingerprint of 

single channel

Connect the pixels 

in a‘Z’shape
AR coefficient Φ 

of order P

φ

t

R
G

B

t

φ

(b) Process of generating AR fingerprints.

Fig. 3. Process of generating fingerprints. With P = 36 and t = 128, fingerprints of size 36× 128 are obtained. ‘Z’ shape ordering is shown in Fig. 5

ROI in sub-areas

One sub-area One PPG signal 

with t length

P sub-areas
P PPG signals 

arranged in rows

Step1

Step2

Step3 Single channel 

fingerprint, size t×P

(a) Details of generating PPG fingerprint.

Pixels of ROI

 "Z" shape ordering 

in one frame 
One-dimensional AR 

coefficient with length P

t frames t AR coefficients 

arranged in columns

Single channel 

fingerprint, size t×P

Step1

Step2

Step3

(b) Details of generating AR fingerprint.

Fig. 4. Detailed process of generating PPG and AR fingerprints in a single channel. The PPG signal is used to reflect the remote HR, and its fluctuation is
regarded as temporal-domain features; the AR model is used to reflect the pixel-wise correlation, which is considered as a spatial-domain features.

B. Pixel-level fingerprint of AR coefficient

By employing AR models, the conditional distribution of
each pixel can be modeled based on its previous neighbors.
This allows the AR models to capture spatial dependencies
in the image, including edges, textures, and other structures.
As previously discussed, the prediction of each pixel is de-
termined by a linear combination of its preceding neighbors,
with autoregressive coefficients serving as weights. These
coefficients represent the strength of the relationship between
each pixel and its neighbors. Once the coefficients are learned,
the AR model can be utilized for various image processing and
detection tasks [48], [61].

For a stationary non-white noise sequence, a linear model is
usually established to fit the trend of the sequence in statistics,
and the useful information in the sequence is extracted by this.
AR model is a representation of a type of random process. At
time o, the output variable L(o) depends linearly on its own

previous values and a stochastic term, i.e.,

L(o) = c+
P∑

p=1

φpL(o−p) + ϵp . (15)

P is the order of AR model. φp is the autocorrelation
coefficient of p-th orders, where 1 ≤ p ≤ P . c is a constant,
and ϵp is white noise. In the established model, the calculated
correlation coefficient ϕ = [φp]1≤p≤P can be used to evaluate
the correlation between current sample and previous sample.

Therefore, the AR model can be employed as a linear
prediction model that predicts the current sample by assessing
the correlation between the current sample and the preceding
sample. Taking into account the principles of camera imaging,
we assume that pixel points are generated sequentially. In real
facial images, pixels exhibit strong correlations, which can
be modeled separately for rows and columns as stable AR
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processes.

Lrow

(
G(x,y)ti

)
= cr +

P∑
pr=1

φpr
Lrow

(
G(x-p,y)ti

)
+ ϵpr , (16)

or

Lcol

(
G(x,y)ti

)
= cc +

P∑
pc=1

φpc
Lcol

(
G(x,y-p)ti

)
+ ϵpc

. (17)

Lrow

(
G(x,y)ti

)
is the pixel value of frame t calculated by

row. Lcol

(
G(x,y)ti

)
is the pixel value of frame t calculated

by column. pr and pc represent the order of AR computed by
row and column, respectively. cr and cc are constants.

C. Generation of fingerprint image

It is worth reiterating that in this paper, we utilize two
distinct fingerprints generated from AR coefficients and the
extended PPG signal. Deepfake videos contain volatile tem-
poral and spatial information. PPG is adept at detecting
temporal-domain variations, while AR excels at capturing
spatial-domain relationships. Therefore, this article presents an
innovative approach by combining these two signals to obtain
fusion fingerprint information based on the temporal-spatial
domain.

The pure PPG signal exhibits stable and periodic fluctua-
tions within the heart rate range. However, fake face videos
generated frame by frame disrupt the quasi-periodicity of the
PPG signal, leading to abrupt changes in its instantaneous
phase. As a result, the anomalous variations in the PPG signal
can be regarded as fingerprints of a Deepfake face. The process
of generating a PPG fingerprint is shown in Fig. 3 (a), and a
more detailed process is shown in Fig. 4 (a). Specifically:

i. Extract a collection of face images G =
{

G(X,Y)t
}T

t=1
from a video of frame length T using face detector.

ii. Select the pixels enclosed by four pixel coordinates of
the cheek region as ROI Ro for feature extraction.

iii. Construct point-line relationship by Triangulation and
stretch Ro into a regular rectangle Rn by means of
affine transformation. Divide each frame of Rn uniformly
into 36 equal area non-overlapping sub-regions Rn =[
Rk

n

]36
k=1

.
iv. Align facial skin ROI Rk

n in color space of RGB .
Separate three dimensional chromaticity signals of ξ ∈
{R,G ,B}. According to Eq.(14), calculate the PPG
signal Υk

ξ of each sub-region k over a range of frames
of fixed length t ∈ [1, T ], and normalize it to the range
of [0 − 255]. Replace B channel that contains the least
obvious HR information with Υk

ξ .
v. Calculate PPG signal value of length t from each sub-

region Rk
n. Construct a matrix with 36 rows and t

columns. The R and G channel values are merged di-
rectly with Υk

ξ to obtain a color image of size [3× 36× t]
as a PPG fingerprint.

Notably, in step iv., different from 1-D pseudo-color image
PPG map generated in [8], our method employs 3-D RGB
image. Specifically, CPPG signal is used to replace chrom-
signal of B channel. R and G channels are retained. This

is done for two reasons. a) Using three channels allows the
maximum possible retention of HR as reflected by chrom-
information. The reason for replacing B channel is that, among
three channels of the camera sensor, B spectrum has the worst
relative sensitivity at longer wavelengths (i.e., wavelength
values prone to diffuse reflection). b) The 3D PPG fingerprint
shares the same dimensions as the AR fingerprint, allowing
for the use of a single model structure to perform detection.
This also simplifies the comparison of models in ablation
experiments.
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(b) ‘Z’ shape ordering in column.

Fig. 5. ‘Z’ shape ordering. We stitch the pixels by row and by column, and
finally combine them together for AR detection.

3×3 

Conv

1×3 Conv

3×3 Conv

3×1 Conv

Fig. 6. Structure of ACBlock.

Each row or column of pixels in image has a certain
correlation, so it can be captured by an AR model. Coefficient
of AR can be used as a one-dimensional AR signal to describe
relevant information between pixels. Process of generating AR
fingerprint is shown in Fig. 3 (b), and a more detailed process
is shown in Fig. 4 (b). Specifically:

i.-iii. The same as the process of generating PPG fingerprint.
iv. Traverse the pixel values (x,y)i of rows

[1, 3, ..., (2q − 1)]q≤M
2

in the order from left to right,
and traverse the pixel values of rows [2, 4, ..., 2p]p≤N

2

in the order from right to left when building an AR
model. They are connected row by row. According to
CMOS camera, videos are captured by using a rolling
shutter sampling mechanism [52]. Pixels are stitched in
a ‘Z’ shape shown in Fig. 5, i.e., the pixels at the end
of an odd numbered row are more correlated with the
pixels at the end of the next even numbered row. Same
thing with column traversal. Finally, the grey values in
both directions will be joined by means of a head-to-tail
connection to give a one-dimensional sequence of pixel
values (X,Y) = [(x,y)i]

M×N
i=1 ∈ RM×N .
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v. Set the order of AR to the number of blocks in PPG
sub-region, i.e., P = 36. Calculate the one-dimensional
model coefficient matrix ϕ = [φp]1≤p≤36 of the AR
model, according to Eq. (17).

vi. Calculate the AR coefficient matrix ϕ within a fixed
frame length t ∈ [1, T ], and construct a [36 × t] gray-
scale image. Therefore, [3× 36× t] color images based
on RGB colour space are obtained as a AR fingerprint.

In Fig. 4 (a), using a single channel as an example, the
generation of the PPG fingerprint can be divided into three
steps. In step 1, a PPG signal with a length of t is obtained
from a single sub-area. In step 2, P PPG signals from P
sub-areas are arranged in rows. In step 3, the P PPG signals
with a length of t are combined to form a single-channel
PPG fingerprint with a size of t × P . The PPG signals are
used to reflect the remote heart rate, and their fluctuations are
considered as temporal-domain features. Similarly, in Fig. 4
(b), take a single channel as an example, the generation of AR
fingerprint can be divided into three steps. In step1, in each
frame, pixels are connected by row and by column through
‘Z’ shape ordering into a sequence. The sequence is used
to generate a P order AR model. P AR coefficients ϕ are
generated into a one-dimensional feature sequence. In step2, t
AR coefficient sequences generated by t frames are arranged in
columns. In step3, t AR sequences with P length are stitched
into the AR fingerprint with size of t× P .

Fig. 7 illustrates sample facial images generated by the
original and each deepfake method (top), along with an exam-
ple of the PPG fingerprint generated from the same window
(middle) and the AR fingerprint generated from the same
window (bottom). The fake face fingerprints exhibit overall
background chromaticities similar to those of the original
fingerprint, but with distinct local distributions. Among the
PPG fingerprints, the one that bears the closest resemblance
to the original is the fingerprint obtained by the NeuralTextures
method. This is because NeuralTextures method utilizes a
face model to track and render the corresponding UV mask,
optimizing the neural texture to regenerate the final face.
This optimization process minimizes facial chroma mutation,
setting it apart from the other three deepfake methods. On
the other hand, the AR fingerprint that closely resembles the
original is the fingerprint obtained by the Face2Face method,
whereas the others exhibit noticeable local differences. This
is because the Face2Face method fits two 3D models of
the face in both the source and target domains, performing
a pixel-to-pixel conversion of key facial landmark points,
which is then further rendered. This forgery method effectively
”smooths out” pixel-level image differences and mutations,
resulting in a fingerprint that closely resembles the original.
The performances of these indistinguishable fingerprints are
also consistent with the results presented in Tab. IV.

D. Authenticity discrimination with ACBlock-based DenseNet

An overview of the network architecture for Deepfake
detection is depicted in Fig. 2. To identify deep face forgery,
a novel convolutional layer structure inspired by asymmetric
convolutional networks (ACNets) [12] is incorporated on top

of DenseNet. In typical networks, 3 × 3 convolution kernels
are commonly used. However, ACNet introduces asymmetric
convolution, which splits the 3×3 convolution into asymmetric
convolutions. This asymmetric convolution structure enhances
the network’s robustness to vertical and horizontal flipping of
the input feature images. Consequently, the detection results
remain unaffected regardless of the order in which the input
fingerprint information is stitched together.

Specifically, in the training phase, we replace each 3 × 3
convolutional kernel with an ACBlock (shown in Fig. 6)
containing 3× 3, 1× 3 and 3× 1 convolutional kernels in our
classifier, two DenseNet-121. We perform the convolutional
operations separately and sum up their final results. Once the
convolutional kernels have been fused, the same 3×3 structure
is used as the normal convolutional kernels in the inference
phase.

We leverage two DenseNet-121 networks [24] as our clas-
sifier, where we replace the 3 × 3 convolution kernels in the
network with ACBlock to enhance the robustness of image
inversion up and down and left and right, thereby eliminating
the effect of the different stitching order of PPG or AR
features. According to [12], the performance of DenseNet-121
is boosted without introducing any computation and memory
increase in the inference phase.

In the model fusion stage, the arithmetic mean of the
probability values from the two networks is calculated to deter-
mine the video segment classification accuracy. Subsequently,
the segment labels are aggregated into video labels through
majority voting, which helps compensate for the impact of
incorrect frames.

It is worth noting that our method differs from classical
approaches that heavily rely on complex deep learning struc-
tures. Instead, our method is model-agnostic and only requires
an improved version of DenseNet-121. In other words, our
approach focuses on extracting discriminative features from
real and fake faces, which can be effectively utilized in com-
bination with model-based methods for enhanced performance.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The system is implemented in Python, using the dlib library
for face detection, OpenCV for image processing. The net-
works are trained and tested on 4 Tesla V100 GPUs, resulting
in short training times. The extraction of PPG and AR finger-
prints from large datasets is the most computationally intensive
part of the system. However, since our method is independent
of the deep learning model, the generation of PPG and AR
fingerprints only needs to be done once. Consequently, our
approach has significantly smaller computational complexity
compared to the model-based state-of-the-art approach.

A. Datasets and Implement details

During our experiments, we use five types of data sets.
FaceForensics++ [46] is a facial forgery dataset that en-
ables researchers to train deep learning-based methods in
a supervised manner. The main experiments are performed
on the set c40 with high compression rate, which includes
4000 fake face videos from 1000 authentic vdieos, separately
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Original Deepfake Face2Face FaceSwap NeuralTextures

Face image

PPG fingerprint

AR fingerprint

Fig. 7. Examples of face images and their PPG fingerprints, AR fingerprints. Real faces and faces generated by Deepfake, Face2Face, FaceSwap, NeuralTextures
models (top) are extracted to PPG fingerprints (middle) and AR fingerprints (bottom) with our scheme.

TABLE III
QUALITATIVE COMPARISON: AUTHENTICITY DETECTION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT FORGERY DETECTION SCHEMES.

Methods FaceForensic++ FaceForensic CelebDF DFDC FakeAVCelebDeepfakes Face2Face FaceSwap NeuralTextures All

Deep network-based

Xception [7] 0.9428 0.9156 0.9370 0.8211 0.9041 0.8781 0.4820 0.6120 0.6790
MesoNet [1] 0.8952 0.8444 0.8356 0.7574 0.9331 0.8213 0.5480 0.7540 0.5730
Slowfast [16] 0.9242 0.9493 0.9501 0.8255 0.9053 - 0.6624 0.7100 -

Multi-attention [63] 0.9510 0.9336 0.9354 0.8137 0.8869 - 0.6744 - 0.7760
3-D CNN [40] 0.9537 0.8972 0.9220 0.8105 0.9450 - - - -

Similar feature-based
DeepRhythm [43] 0.9372 0.9314 0.9262 - 0.9493 0.9105 - 0.6410 -

SPSL [34] 0.9348 0.8602 0.9226 0.7678 0.8157 - 0.6940 0.6516 -
Fakecatcher [8] 0.9487 0.9600 0.9575 - 0.9465 0.9066 0.9150 - 0.6947

Our method combining
other network structures

Ours(VGG-16) 0.9497 0.9424 0.9415 0.8561 0.9488 0.9208 0.9216 0.7102 0.7327
Ours(Xception) 0.9511 0.9572 0.9565 0.8677 0.9602 0.9261 0.9244 0.7543 0.7344

Ours(DenseNet121) 0.9541 0.9553 0.9577 0.8701 0.9551 0.9310 0.9298 0.7618 0.7305
Ours(ACBlock-based DenseNet121) 0.9644 0.9582 0.9595 0.8797 0.9613 0.9401 0.9341 0.7740 0.7531

TABLE IV
ABLATION EXPERIMENTS: DETECTION ACCURACY (%) OF ORIGINAL
RGB SIGNAL WITH ACNET, REMOVING AR FINGERPRINT (I.E., PPG

FINGERPRINT WITH ACBLCOK), REMOVING PPG FINGERPRINT,
REMOVING ACBLCOK (I.E., AR FINGERPRINT AND PPG FINGERPRINT

WITH CNN), AND OUR PROPOSED SCHEME.

Manipulation RGB -AR -PPG -ACBlock Ours

Deepfakes 85.32 96.01 93.20 95.50 96.44
Face2Face 76.61 88.93 82.17 89.40 95.82
FaceSwap 80.01 92.29 94.58 95.70 95.95

NeuralTextures 70.57 82.04 87.26 86.59 87.97
All 78.75 93.38 93.65 95.15 96.13

generated by four submethods: DeepFake (DF), Face2Face
(F2F), FaceSwap (FS) and NeuralTextures (NT). Celeb-DF
[32] dataset contains 590 real and 5639 DeepFake synthe-
sized videos with subjects of different ages, ethic groups
and genders. FaceForensics [45] dataset is the predecessor
of FaceForensics++. It contains over 1000 original videos,
and their faked videos processed with the Face2Face method.
The Deepfake Detection Challenge (DFDC) [13] dataset has
19,197 videos of real footage shot by approximately 430
actors and the remaining 100,000 videos are fake face videos
generated from real videos. Fake faces are generated using
DeepFakes, GAN-based and partially non-learned methods.
FakeAVCeleb [27] generates 19,500 deepfake videos using a
base set of 490 authentic videos featuring individuals from
various ethnic groups - Caucasian, Black, South Asian, and
East Asian. Each ethnic group has 100 genuine videos of

100 celebrities, with an equal 1:1 male and female ratio. The
creators utilize Faceswap and FSGAN to produce the swapped
deepfake videos.

Simulations are performed to evaluate the performance
of our methods with fixed frame length t = 128 in each
video segment. Referring to the experimental evaluation in
FakeCatcher [8], Rk

n is divided into 36 subareas, thus the size
of each fingerprint image is [36× 128]. For a more objective
evaluation, in addition to cross-domain and cross-method
evaluations, we utilize a 10-fold cross-validation strategy to
divide the entire dataset into 10 groups. The training and
testing sets are divided in a ratio of 7:3, and the models are
trained and tested accordingly. This entire process is repeated
ten times, with different groups assigned as training and testing
sets in each iteration. Ultimately, the accuracy of each fold
is recorded and the average accuracy is calculated as the
final accuracy score. In the case of cross-domain and cross-
method evaluations, we train 10 models on the corresponding
overall dataset for detection, and the average accuracy of
the 10 models is considered as the final accuracy score.
Additionally, in order to calculate the video detection accuracy,
when randomly selecting, it is necessary to ensure that the PPG
and AR fingerprint images extracted from the same video are
either all in training set or all in test set.

We train our networks using Tensorflow for 80 epochs
with batches of size 32. For optimization, we use Adam
with learning rates of 0.0005 and a small weight decay of
0.1. To reflect the generalisation of the method attributed to
the spatio-temporal domain features themselves rather than to
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(a) AR orders of Deepfakes. (b) AR orders of Face2Face. (c) AR orders of FaceSwap. (d) AR orders of NeuralTextures.
Fig. 8. ROC curves and AUC values with different AR orders.

(a) Deepfakes. (b) Face2Face. (c) FaceSwap. (d) NeuralTextures.
Fig. 9. Visualization of the first three coefficients of 36-order AR model obtained from different database.

the complex model, we do not use any image enhancement
methods such as random scaling, cropping, and flipping.

B. Order analysis of AR

Generative models for fake face images such as GANs, still
leaves forgery traces in the image in the form of padding
between adjacent pixel points during upsampling process. The
upsampling process allows AR to perform tamper detection
with the help of correlation between pixel points determined.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves remain cred-
ibly evaluated on the unbalanced data set because they are
not affected by the proportion of the category distribution.
Calculated by scratch CNN model on FaceForensics++, ROC
curves with ARorders = [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 36] are shown
in Fig. 8. We can observe that the area under curve (AUC)
rises until the 25-th order, beyond which further increases in
order do not significantly impact the AUC of the model. Even
when the order goes to ARorders = 36, the AUC is stable
and saturated. For example, when AR order of Deepfakes
is 5, the AUC is only 0.835; when the order is up to 20,
the AUC reaches 0.965, and when the order is 36, the AUC
remains stable at 0.973. It is important to note that the AUC
has reached a plateau, and increasing the order further will
not enhance the performance of our model. In terms of AR
order selection, on the one hand, the difference of fingerprints
between real and fake faces is pronounced when PPG order
is 36. On the other hand, after the AR order is greater than
20, the increase in order does not improve the validity of AR
fingerprint. Therefore, the AR order of 36 is selected to ensure
the validity and to be the same as the PPG order. To visualize
the validity of the AR model, we plot the first three of the
36 AR coefficients obtained from real and fake faces. The
fake faces are generated from the corresponding real faces.
As depicted in Fig. 9, it is evident that the AR coefficients of
real and fake faces can be distinctly differentiated.

C. Quantitative comparison

The quantitative analysis of the proposed model-agnostic
method in comparison to the deep network-based approach,
the similar feature-based approach, and our method combining
other network structures is presented in Tab. III.

In Tab. III, it is evident that our method achieves the highest
overall performance across most types of Deepfake datasets.
For example, on all manipulated videos from FaceForensics++,
the video accuracy of our method increases by 2.82% over the
MesoNet [1], which is the best performer among the depth-
based models. On the FaceForensics++ dataset, our proposed
method outperforms the deep network-based approach that
also considers spatio-temporal information, 3-D CNN, by
1.63%. Despite 3-D CNN considering both temporal and
spatial information, its utilization of 3D convolution kernels
entails significant computational overhead in the convolutional
layer. In contrast, our method employs a lightweight network
with pre-obtained spatio-temporal fingerprint inputs, resulting
in significantly reduced computation costs and increased flex-
ibility with measurable datasets. Our method performs best
among similar biosignal-based methods. For instance, on the
FaceForensics++ dataset with four manipulations, our method
surpasses the SPSL [34] method by 14.56% in video accu-
racy and outperforms the Fakecatcher [8] method by 1.48%.
Similarly, on the FakeAVCeleb dataset, our method exhibits
a 5.84% improvement over the Fakecatcher method. This im-
provement can be attributed to our enhancement in generating
PPG fingerprints and our utilization of the AR model to con-
sider pixel correlations within frames. Additionally, our pro-
posed method demonstrates the highest accuracy among other
state-of-the-art methods on the challenging DFDC dataset,
indicating its efficiency in handling large datasets and its
high degree of generalization. To further demonstrate the
effectiveness of PPG and AR and to showcase the model-
agnostic nature of our proposed method, we also evaluate the
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TABLE V
VIDEO ACCURACY OF CROSS DEEPFAKE GENERATION MODEL AND CROSS 

FAKE FACE VIDEO DATA DOMAIN.

Train set Test set Accuracy

FF++ - DF DF 0.9575

Cross-model
FF++ - F2F F2F 0.9247
FF++ - FS FS 0.9615
FF++ - NT NT 0.8525

Cross-domain

FF++ FF 0.9066
FF++ Celeb-DF 0.8657
FF++ DFDC 0.7462
FF++ FakeAVCeleb 0.7254

FF FF++ 0.8793
Celeb-DF FF++ 0.9019

DFDC FF++ 0.9223
FakeAVCeleb FF++ 0.8774

performance of our method in combination with other network
structures. Whether combining VGG, Xception or DenseNets,
the proposed method demonstrates better detection accuracy.
For instance, when combined with Xception, our method
improves accuracy by 44.24% in the CelebDF dataset and by
14.23% in the DFDC dataset compared to using the Xception
model directly for end-to-end detection. This highlights the
superior performance of our method across different network
structures and underscores its model-agnostic nature. More-
over, in the experiments involving various network structures
for detection, the combination of ACBlock-based DenseNet
yields the best performance. This indicates that the classifier
exhibits greater robustness in terms of feature alignment when
utilizing this specific network structure.

In a more detailed analysis, we evaluate the performance of
our proposed method against four different generative models
in the FaceForensic++ dataset. Our solutions outperform the
other methods, with the exception of the Face2Face-based gen-
erative model, which exhibits lower video detection accuracy
compared to Fakecatcher. In addition, for the FakeAVCeleb
dataset, our method performed worse than the Deep network-
based approach - Multiple-attention. This is because feeding
the original facial images into more complex models indeed
allows for better capturing and analyzing facial image infor-
mation, but this requires massive amounts of data for extensive
training, which is time-consuming and computationally expen-
sive. However, in our approach, AR fingerprints compensate
for the shortcomings of PPG fingerprints in terms of sensitivity
to chromatic changes. Thus, acceptable detection results can
be achieved with minimal computation.

D. Ablation experiments

In order to showcase the effectiveness of the various com-
ponents in our proposed scheme, we conducted ablation ex-
periments with different combinations of these components, as
shown in Tab. IV. In summary, when compared to the ablation
experiments that remove specific components, our proposed
method demonstrates higher video detection accuracy across
different fake face generation models and overall authenticity
detection. Specifically, on Face2Face, the accuracy of our
method improves by 6.42% over removing the ACBlock part

(replacing it with a simple architecture CNN network). Even
without ACBlock structure, the performance of the proposed
method is still better than that of FakeCatcher [8] method.
This reflects the improvement of the robustness of the ACNet
asymmetric convolution structure to the selected feature fin-
gerprints upside-down and left-right upside down, eliminates
the influence of the feature arrangement order. Taking the last
column as a reference, the overall accuracy of the second and
third columns has increased by 2.75% and 2.48%, respec-
tively. This respectively reflects the gain effect of fingerprint
features based on AR coefficients in the space domain, and
fingerprint features based on PPG signals in the time domain.
Neither of the first two columns in the table can accurately
determine the authenticity of the face video. For instance, in
an experiment based solely on RGB channels without any
feature preprocessing, the video detection accuracy is only
78.75%. In experiments where the entire frame pixels are
directly used for detection, the authenticity detection method
is almost ineffective. These experimental results reaffirm two
perspectives:

i. Feature preprocessing based on the sparsity of AR coef-
ficients is a crucial factor in authenticity detection.

ii. In fake face detection experiments, it is necessary to
extract the face in advance rather than using the entire
video frame to improve detection performance.

E. Cross-model and cross-domain evaluation

In this section, we perform cross-model and cross-domain
evaluations to assess the generalization ability of our proposed
model. The results are presented in Tab. V. In the cross-
model evaluation, except for NeuralTextures, the remaining
models achieve high detection performance. For instance,
when the model is trained using the other categories except
for FaceSwap, and then the fingerprint data of the FaceSwap-
generated model is used for detection, the video detection
accuracy reaches 96.15%. The cross-model accuracy of Neu-
ralTextures is only 85.25% due to its fundamentally different
nature compared to other generative models.

In addition, the second part of Tab. V shows the results
of the cross-domain evaluation of FaceForensic++ with Face-
Forensic, Celeb-DF, DFDC and FakeAVCeleb. When tested
on a more realistic database such as Celeb-DF, the per-
formance of the proposed method slightly decreases due to
the presence of highly realistic fake faces in the dataset.
However, the performance remains acceptable, indicating the
generalization ability and usefulness of our method in various
real-world deepfake detection scenarios. However, the model
trained using FaceForensic++ performs poorly on DFDC and
FakeAVCeleb datasets. Because these datasets contain not only
deepfake faces, but also faces generated using GAN-based
and other non-learning methods. In addition, FakeAVCeleb
is a large-scale multi-ethnicity dataset, where skin color in-
formation has not been fully pre-trained and learned in the
FaceForensic++ dataset. Although AR fingerprints partially
compensate for the shortcomings, the judgment ability of the
model is still affected. Conversely, training on diverse datasets
and performing detection on FaceForensic++ dataset proves
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TABLE VI
EVALUATION ON FaceForensic++ WITH DIFFERENT COMPRESSION RATES. THE c0, c23 AND c40 REPRESENT ORIGINAL VIDEOS, HIGH QUALITY (LIGHT

COMPRESSION) AND LOW QUALITY (HEAVY COMPRESSION), RESPECTIVELY.

Deepfake Face2Face FaceSwap NeuralTextures All
PPG AR All PPG AR All PPG AR All PPG AR All PPG AR All

c0 0.9947 0.9922 0.9959 0.9647 0.9725 0.9774 0.9964 0.9961 0.9911 0.9290 0.9331 0.9303 0.9865 0.9792 0.9902
c23 0.9791 0.9819 0.9846 0.9599 0.9578 0.9687 0.9713 0.9662 0.9732 0.8962 0.9007 0.9111 0.9559 0.9527 0.9757
c40 0.9489 0.9613 0.9644 0.9308 0.9490 0.9582 0.9577 0.9498 0.9595 0.8485 0.8719 0.8797 0.9338 0.9365 0.9613

TABLE VII
CROSS COMPRESSION EVALUATION ON FaceForensic++.

Cross compression rate FaceForensics++

Train Test Deepfakes Face2Face FaceSwap NeuralTextures All

C0 C40 0.9973 0.9782 0.9883 0.9361 0.9823
C40 C0 0.9961 0.9330 0.9782 0.9217 0.9452

TABLE VIII
VIDEO ACCURACY ON THE OVERALL FaceForensic++ DATASET WITH

DIFFERENT GAUSSIAN FILTERS. THE KERNEL SIZES OF GAUSSIAN
FILTERS ARE (3, 5, 7, 9, 11).

Kernel PPG AR All

N/A 0.9865 0.9792 0.9902
3× 3 0.9804 0.9543 0.9883
5× 5 0.9537 0.8823 0.9604
7× 7 0.8729 0.7867 0.8897
9× 9 0.7719 0.6776 0.7744

11× 11 0.6142 0.5902 0.6237

advantageous, as it is a widely used and generic deepfake
dataset.

It is worth noting that the effectiveness of the proposed
method is confirmed by combining the cross-model and cross-
domain evaluations. The information captured by the AR
model and PPG fingerprints reflects the fundamental differ-
ences between real and fake faces, making it applicable to
deepfake detection in a generalized manner, independent of
the dataset.

F. Compression rate experiment

To make a fair comparison with other SOTA models, the
dataset used in our paper is the c40 compressed version (low
quality videos). Additionally, we also test the efficacy of our
method on the original videos (c0) and high quality videos
(c23). The results, as shown in Tab. VI, demonstrate that our
proposed AR fingerprint significantly improves performance.
Regardless of whether the dataset is compressed or not, our AR
fingerprint substantially enhances the accuracy of the model.
This improvement is attributed to the fact that the distinction
between real and fake faces is clearly reflected in the pixel-
wise correlation, which is independent of the dataset.

We also conducted cross-compression experiments using the
uncompressed (c0) and highest compressed (c40) versions of
the FaceForensic++ dataset, and the resulting accuracies are
presented in Tab. VII. The table demonstrates that the proposed
method achieves successful detection in both experiments:
using c0 as the training set and c40 as the testing set, as
well as using c40 as the training set and c0 as the testing set.

TABLE IX
VIDEO ACCURACY ON THE FACEFORENSICS++ DATASET WITH DIFFERENT

SIZES OF NON-OVERLAPPING SUBREGIONS Rk
n SETTINGS.

Sub-region Rk
n=25 Rk

n=36 Rk
n=49 Rk

n=64

Deepfakes 0.9637 0.9644 0.9412 0.8897
Face2Face 0.9551 0.9582 0.9233 0.8523
FaceSwap 0.9512 0.9595 0.9326 0.8747

NeuralTextures 0.8546 0.8797 0.8327 0.6949
All 0.9601 0.9613 0.9096 0.8288

This success can be attributed to the compression method used
for c40, which is intra-frame compression H264. This method
preserves the temporal information between frames with min-
imal disturbance, resulting in largely undisturbed time-domain
features. Additionally, although the complete image is re-
encoded in the spatial domain, the overall distribution of pixels
and chrominance remains similar, leading to similar feature
fingerprints. Consequently, the neural network smoothly fits
the approximate distribution results and successfully detects
deepfake videos. Furthermore, when c0 is used as the testing
set, the detection performance of c40 is generally higher, as
the training set c0 contains more information.

G. Blurring experiments

To verify the robustness of the proposed method, we con-
duct an analysis of its detection performance under Gaussian
blurring operations, as demonstrate in Tab. VIII. We convolve
uncompressed face images (c0) from the overall FaceForen-
sic++ dataset with Gaussian kernels of varying sizes to
simulate blur effects. The results of the forgery detection
using AR fingerprint, PPG fingerprint, and spatial-temporal
fusion fingerprint are shown in Tab. VIII. The PPG fingerprint
demonstrate a generally high resistance to the blurring of 7×7
Gaussian kernel, while the AR fingerprint shows a higher
resistance to 5×5 size. Meanwhile, the spatial-temporal fusion
fingerprint can resist blurring of 7 × 7 Gaussian kernel and
demonstrate the highest accuracy at each level of blur. As
the blurring increases, the accuracy decreases gradually. In
fact, when the image is processed with a very large Gaussian
kernel, the blur visible to the naked eye made it difficult
to distinguish between real and fake faces, rendering the
detection meaningless.

H. Sub-regional division experiment

The division of face sub-regions plays a crucial role in
capturing the representativeness and subspace correlation of
the PPG signal. Choosing sub-regions that are too small may
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TABLE X
VIDEO ACCURACY ON THE FACEFORENSICS++ DATASET WITH DIFFERENT 

SIZES OF FRAGMENT LENGTH EXPERIMENT t SETTINGS.

Segment length t=64 t=128 t=256 t=512
s. acc. v. acc. s. acc. v. acc. s. acc. v. acc. s. acc. v. acc.

Deepfakes 0.9015 0.9276 0.9371 0.9644 0.9299 0.9607 0.9106 0.9174
Face2Face 0.8506 0.8523 0.9296 0.9582 0.9304 0.9417 0.8583 0.8600
FaceSwap 0.8644 0.8785 0.9545 0.9595 0.9001 0.9333 0.8633 0.8942

NeuralTextures 0.7312 0.7749 0.8566 0.8797 0.8371 0.8687 0.7871 0.7921
All 0.8687 0.8842 0.9293 0.9613 0.9131 0.9556 0.8264 0.8288

result in capturing mostly noise, while selecting sub-regions
that are too large may lead to less representative features. To
strike a balance, we experimentally divided the face region into
non-overlapping sub-regions using Rk

n = {16, 25, 36, 49, 64}.
As shown in Tab. IX, the results are approximate for Rk

n = 25
versus Rk

n = 36. But the best value is at Rk
n = 36 where the

computational complexity is low. Since then, as Rk
n increases,

the accuracy decreases.

I. Fragment length experiment

Our method calculates video-level accuracy while segment
accuracy is calculated using a fixed number of segment frames,
specifically t = 128. This choice aligns with the original PPG-
based method proposed by [8].

The duration of the segment is crucial for extracting a
stable PPG signal. If the segment is too short, important PPG
frequencies may be missed, making extraction impossible. On
the other hand, if the segment is too long, it may contain
excessive noise, obscuring the actual signal. We evaluate
segments with frame lengths of t = {64, 128, 256, 512}, and
the results in Tab. IX shows the segment accuracy (s. acc.) and
video accuracy (v.acc.). The best video accuracy is obtained
when the segment length is set to 128.

V. CONCLUSION

The existing Deepfake detection methods often fail to inves-
tigate the fundamental differences between real and fake faces.
That is, these methods either blindly utilize deep learning or
use biosignal features, but none of them consider the spatial
and temporal relevance of face features. Consequently, these
models lack interpretability and struggle to generalize well,
often resulting in poor performance on cross-domain tests.

In this paper, our first contribution is to identify two new
reliable fingerprints. The first one is obtained from pixel-wise
correlation based on AR model, which can be utilized as an
latent descriptor of authenticity for face video. The second
one is the improved PPG signal, which is the extended 3-
dimensional signal for effective catching fake content. Our
second contribution is to propose a novel temporal-spatial
domain Deepfake detection method, which is based on fin-
gerprints from PPG signals and AR coefficients. Notably,
the PPG signal is used to reflect the remote HR, and its
fluctuation is regarded as temporal-domain features; the AR
model is used to reflect the inter-pixel correlation, which is
considered as a spatial-domain features. To evaluate these
temporal-spatial fingerprints, we employ an ACBlock-based
DenseNet, enabling automatic authenticity detection.

Our method is model-agnostic and emphasizes the extrac-
tion of discriminative pixel-wise features for real and fake
faces through fingerprints. By generating the PPG and AR
fingerprints once, we can achieve state-of-the-art performance
even with a simple CNN architecture. As a result, our model
trains faster than traditional complex model-dependent meth-
ods.

Based on the simulation results, our proposed method
effectively enhances the generalization capability of authen-
ticity detection, making it reliable for judicial forensics and
intellectual property protection purposes.

VI. DISCUSSION

The Deepfake generation poses a serious threat to society,
law, and privacy. Our research is devoted to reducing rep-
utation damage, disclosure of state secrets and the issue of
social trust crisis caused by such tampering. To the best of
our knowledge, recent studies have paid limited attention to
identifying valid fingerprints to distinguish real faces from fake
ones. Furthermore, the exploration of temporal and spatial
domain information in Deepfake detection remains insuffi-
cient. Therefore, our findings contribute to mitigating these
problems by introducing two reliable fingerprints that serve
as effective guides in the field of authenticity detection. Our
proposed model-agnostic fake face forensics method effec-
tively improves authenticity detection performance, ensuring
the reliability of judicial forensics and intellectual property
protection. Future research efforts will be dedicated to explor-
ing more complex information for face authenticity detection.
Additionally, we are highly interested in exploring whether
skin color and ethnicity have an impact on Deepfake detection.
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